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KENNEBUNK, MAINE,MARCH, 24. 1909

THE ONLY UP-TO-DATE ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN TOWN.

■

ALL THE LOCAL HAPPENINGS CORRECTLY REPORTED.

FIRST-CLASS JOB OFFICE

i H
Some beautiful sunrises these spring
Winter still lingers in * the lap of
spring.
mornings.

Supper & Entertainment

Paper hangers are beginning tbeir
Have you tried e baarel of the Maine
spring work.
Ideal Flour yet?
Thè doctors are'all kept busy at pre
Ralph Seavey of Rochester, N. H.,
sent as there is quite a good deal of
was in town today.
sickness.
Mr. Joseph Dane was in Portland
Some of the Little Stories that the
~ Born—March 15, to Mr. and Mrs.
Tuesday on business.
Enterprise Has Heard
Archie R. Clark, a son, Ernest Poindex
■ Several from here attended the civil
ter.
• x
*
court in Saco, yesterday.
Easter edition next week.
The little daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Carpenters are working on the car
Almon Dutch is quite sick with the
Mrs. Frank Fairfield is very ill.
barn at the Town House.
grip.
Ask your grocer about Maine Ideal
There promises to be some fine Easter
Mr. Jerry Hurley, of the Lower Vii]
Flour.
music at the local churches.
lage, attended the St.. Patrick parade
Charles II.Clark spent Sunday at his
Mr, Albert Hatch|of Wells Depot was in Boston last week.
home here.
in town today on business.
Hon. B. C. Jordan of Alfred, had for
The outlook is good for a busy sum*
The window of George Benser & Son Iris guests, Sunday, Mrs. C. W. Roberts
mer season.
and daughter Elsie, of this village.
reminds one that Easter is coming.
Miss Florence Whitaker has returned
So York will be divided and the new
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Fuller are ex
from her visit in Portland.
town ¡in ¡the county of York will be
pected home from Washington soon.Mrs. E. E. Bourne is entertaining Mrs
Seats for Glee Club Concert will be known byfthe name of Gorges.
Lucy Maling, of Cambridge.
Wm. H. Allen of Biddeford, has
checked at Brown’s, Thursday morning.
moved into the house formerly owned
Mrs. A, M. Thomas is iu Portland a
Mrs. B._;A. Smith is much improved
by E. T. Harden on Fletcher street.
few days visiting her mother.
in health and is now able to be about a
'There will be no rehearsal of the
Sewall Titcomb is visiting Mr., and little.
Kennebunk Festival Chorus this week
Mrs. Fred Curtis In Boston, for a few
Miss Emily Furuvoll parted from her
but next week the rehearsal will be
days.
Washington^ party in Boston to visit
held at the usual hour.
Mr. Hiram Waterhouse still remains friends there.
Mr. and Mrs. George Varney went tò
ill. Mr. Waterhouse is one of the old
Mr. 0. J. Turner of Fort Fairfield, Boston last Friday where they met
est men in town.
Aroostook Cqpnty, was in town Monday their two daughters, Misses Alice anti
Mary and the foqr returned home Sat*
Last Sundaf was Neal Dow’s birthday -on business.
and it was fittingly observed by the - Carpenters are predicting a busy sea ueday.
Portland people.
son and the painters say the outldok is
Mrs. W. D. Hay has just returned
from her business aud pleasure trip.
The schools in town will begin next good in their line.
Monday. The vacation period is now
By the way—have you secured a She has a lot of new goods and up-toover until June?
space in the Easter edition which is to date ideas, which will be used for the
benefit of her customers.
The Webhanuet Club had a very in- be printed next week ?
. tetesting. meeting last Monday with
Dr. F. M. Ross, Dr. J. 8. Barker, G. E
E. A. Schwartz, of West Kennebunk,
Mrs. W. S. Marsh.
shot a big fox last Friday and shot at Cousens* Elliot Rogers and John H*
Bennett, sbrinerà of this village, were
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Durgin have been another twice and missed it.
entertaii^ng Mrs. Linwood Durgin and . Miss Nellie Blaisdell of West Kenne present at the dedication of the new
empie at Lewiston, last Fr iday.
daughter* of Newfield.
bunk, has accepted a position in the
The gentlemen that enjoyed the ball
Last evening occurred tire regular real estate office of Mr. Samuel Clark,
tendered by a committee of ladies Feb*
meeting of IvyTemple Pythian Sisters
The coal man will soon cease to be 22* bays made arrangements to return
There was a gpod attendance
busy but it will be some time before the compliment and bave chosenj a
The remains of Samuel Moulton, who the iceman will get much of an inning. calDmittee to make all arrangements
died in Newton, Mass., were brought
Remember the date of the Bowdoin for same. Chandlers orchestra of Port
here last week for’interment.
Glee Club, Monday evening, March 29, land will probably furnish music. Mr. Ellis Stansfield and family Have under the auspicesof the senior class K
Col. John Hemmenway, a veteran of
moved to Springfield, Mass., where he H. S.
the Civil war and one of the best known
has secured a lucrative position.
Mrs. Samuel Beety of Saco visited her residents of this part of the state, died
The Thornton Academy Athletic- as son in'th is village last Sunday and took early Sunday morning at his home_jta
sociation is planning for a track meet her little granddaughter back with her EmerylMills. He was 91 years ohL En4
in city hall, Saco, the last of April.
tering the army as captain of tbe 8th
for a visit.
Maine Infantry, he was discharged at
Miss Annie E> Lord has returned
Mr. and Mrs. D. 8. Edgcomb enter
from Boston after spending a few days tained their sbn, Mr. Harry Edgcomb tbe close of the Civil war as a lieuten
. with her sister, Miss Augusta M. Lord. and Miss LuUlle Loth rope of Farmings ant colonel. Since the war be has had
a general store at Emerys Mills.
Paul D. Dansingberg, a student from ton, N. H., over Sunday.
Thè Civic League at Sanford has giv-.
Harvard Divinity School, occupied the
Mrs. Henrietta Jacobs and Mr.
pulpit at the Unitarian church last Chauncey White of Marlboro, Mass., •n out notice that they will make an
effort to close all stores in Sanford next
Sunday.
who recently purchased the Kimball Sunday and on all Sundays hereafter.
place
at
KennebunkBeach,
were
in
Tomorrow, (Thursday) eveningf will
The selectmen have notified the police
town Tuesday.
. occur the regular meeting of Jesse Web1
that they must see that the stores are
ster, W. R. C. A full attendance is reRev. M. P. Dickey gave a fine histori closed from 12 o’clock Saturday night
requested.
cal lecture last Sunday evening on until 12 o’clock Sunday night. The
Lincoln Morton and Joseph Col« ‘*The Persecutions and Martyrdoms of livery stable keepers at Sanford have
were the guests of Rev. F. R. Lewis of the Early Church.”. He is to give*a consulted attorneys in regard to closing
Hopedale, Mass., on their return from series of historical lectures, which pro *their places of business on the Sabbath
mise to be most interesting and in day.
Washington.
structive.
Last Wednesday evening a St.
Tomorrow (Thursday) evening MouMrs. J. H. Otis, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Patrick party was given in Odd Eellows
sam Lodge will work the third degree
at its meeting. Supper will be served T. Hayward and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. hall under the auspices -of Olive Re
Paul Andrews and daughter arrived bekah Lodge. There was a good at
after the work.
home from their Washington trip last tendance and the rooms were ‘attrac
Mrs. Charles W. Cousens, who was
Saturday. While there they were for tively decoeated, the colors used being
injured last week by a fall, is on the
tunate in being presented to President green and white. The articles on the
mending hand. Mrs. Couseps fell aud
Taft and shown through the White various tables found Willing purchasers
cut her face badly.
A laughable farce, “The Burglars
House.
. Principal A. M. Tuomas and daugh*»
Last Sunday evening there was a most Alarm” kept the ¡audience in good
ter did not return with the Washington
interesting service at the Baptist humor. Dancing was enjoyed after the
party last Friday, but are visiting
church the pastor gave a talk on entertainment and a goodly sum was
friends in New York.
“Higher Ground” and Mrs. Dana Dens realized.
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde held the more rendered a fine solo in harmony
Today will mark the 35th anniversary
boards at the Opera House last Friday with the address. Tbe singing during in business of one of Saco’s most, popu
evening. There was a small house bu t tbe evening was led by Mr. Otis Proctor lar and enterprising merchants, Mr.
tnose who saw the play say it- was well and Mrs. Densmore.
Albert B. Seavey. Mr. Seavey was born
put on.
' One of the best moving picture in this village where be started very
Miss Abbie Phillips commenced her shows ever given” was the verdict of early in life on a business career. He
duties last Monday morning with S. H* those who attended the entertainment was successful from the beginning.and
Watson, of Sanford, having severed her in the hall last Saturday evening. after a few years in this, his native
connection with the ‘ firm of George Standing room even was hard to find town, sought a larger field. It is the
Bonser & Son, after being employed Now that the pictures are shown but wish of all his friends that he may con
there for a number of years z
twice a week there are some fine enter tinue in business for many years longer,
with the same measure of success he
tainments and a good attendance.'
wili
begin
their
Thè Saco grocers
has experienced in the past.
Wednesday half holiday schedule a
Last Thursday evening the Womans
week from today, March 31 The sche Alliance connected with the Unitarian
Mr. Edward A. Stanford of Alewive,
dule will be adhered to through the Church, had ,a delightful social evening who was recently appointed by the
summer and may become a permanent in'thechureh parlors. Several invited Agricultural Department as represent
thing. It would be a good move If the guests were present and a fine supper ative in Maine, will go to Orono, whereKennebunk grocers veould do likewise was served, after which Mrs. Elliot be will be enabled to better carry on
as people would order ahead if they Rogers, president of the Alliance gave his work by being near the experiment
knew this was a fixed rule to close one a word of welcome to the guqsts. Mrs. station. Mr. Stanford received this
afternoon iu the week. .
William Barry then gave a paper on office which has just been created with
Robert Cram, who met with such a “What the Alliance Stands for,” which out any knowledge or solicitation. He
serious.accident last Wednesday, is im was followed by the usual religious was a graduate of the Maine University
proving daily. A trained nurse from exercises. Mrs. J. R. Haley gave a and is much pleased with the position
^Portland has been in attendance some very fine piano solo and Miss Nellie opened for him. Mr. Stanford is a mem
, of thetime. Master Robert climbed on Parsons and Mrs. Charles Goodnow ren ber of the school committee of this
one of the high trees in the orchard dered charming solos. Rev. F. L. Cann town and will be much missed but he
back of his grandfather’s house and in of the Baptist church, gave a meet in carries with him the best wishes of all
someway lost his footing and fell a dis teresting account of foreign travel. A in his new field of labor.
tance b£pighteen feet, striking on the duett by Miss Parsons and Mrs. Good
Ethel Barrymore plays in Portland
head and receiving e number of bruises. now closed the evening’s entertain
The case looked very serious at first ment. After a social hour the com next Saturday. A number of our local
and-, his friends are much relieved to pany left for their various homes feel peoplejhave been taking in some of the
know that the outcome is so encourag ing that a most delightful evening had good plays which have been given in
the city this winter.
been passed.
ing.

TheJLadies’ Aid Society of tbe Bap
tist church will give a chicken and
salad supper April 13th. The proceeds
to be used for repairs on church
property. Tickets 25 cents.
In connection with the supper a short
play entitled “The Country Aunt” will
be put on. There are eight persons in
the ca£t.

AFFAIRS IN
KENNEBUNK

flethodist Church Notes
At the regular afternoon service last
Sunday eleven members were received
into the Methodist chnrch; two into
full connection and nine on probation.
Active preparations are being made
for the Easter concert by the members
of the Methodist Sunday School. Some
thing‘altogether new and interesting
will be presented at that time.
On Friday of this week it is planned
to receive contributions for the Satur
day Basket to be sent to the Deaconess
Home at Portland. Any vegetables,
or groceries or anything that can be
used in^tbe home may be left at the
Metbodfet parsonage and the Pastor
will sqe that they are forwarded to the
Home

Last Thursday evening Rev. B. C>
Wentworth, District Superintendent of
Portland District of the Maine confer
ence, was in town and held the Fourth
Quarterly.Conference of the Methodist
Chnrch. The organization for the
coming year was completed by the
election of Wm. Fairfield, C. H. Webber
C. H. Cousens, Wm. Littlefield, E. A.
Fairfield, J. A. Fairfield, O. E. Curtis,
John M eserve, E. W. Kelley as trustees
and Wm. Fairfield, 0. kW. Cousens, E.
A. Fairfield, Joseph Greene, John Meserve, Charles Bowdoin, ' Alfred H.
Briggs, A. F. Jellison, O. E. Curtis, W.
T. Kilgore, Henry Porter,¡F. 8. Whftney
and Harold E. Bowdoin 41s Stewards.
The reports of the officers showed this
to have been a very prosperous year and
the society starts the new year with
bright prospects for one of the beet
yeaee in Us history. .The church people
are unanimous in their wish to have
Rev. F. C. Norcross retained as pastor.

Webhannet Club
The Webhannet Club will meet with
Mrs. A. M. Thomas March 29, at 3
o’clock.
Pbogbam

Roll Call - Current Events
Home Reading, “Count Robert of
Paris,” Chapters 8 to 14
Summary of Chapters 8 to 14—Mrs.
Roberts
Club Reading, Chapters 14 and 15

Washington Party Return
The Senior Class of 'the Kennebunk
High School and friends have returned
from their Washington trip mueh de
lighted. Tne incidents of the trip were
as follows:
Upon arrival in Boston several hours
were spent in sightseeing about the
city. They also visited the battleships
at tbe Navy Yard. At 6 o’clock they
left Boston for New York via. the Fall
River .Line, were transferred from New
York to Jersey City by ferry, and the
Penn, line for Philadelphia, arriving
the re at 10.10 a. m. Here they had five
hours during which time they visited
the various points of interest including
the U. S. mint, Independence Hall and
the public buildings. Leaving shortly
after 3 o’clock, they arrived in Wash
ington at 6.22.
Sunday was spent at the Cochrane
Art Gallaries and the Arlington Nation
al Cemetery. A very pleasant trip to
Mount Vernon was made Monday after
noon. Tuesday forenoon was spent at
the Smithsonian Institute and in a trip
to Washington Monument. In the after
noon they visited Congress in session.
This was a most pleasant experience
and was a great lesson as the session
was a spirited one. Wednesday they
visited the White House and the Trea
sury, State, War and Navy departments
and the Navy Yard.
They left for home Thursday morn
ing and arrived in New York at 1.15 p.
m. Here they took an jauto trip
around the city and took the Fall River
boat at 5 o’clock. Most of them arrived
home last Friday, tired but happy.

Is Open to Haine
The management of the Fredericton
agricultural and industrial fair and
live stock show, which holds its exhibiion s from September 14 to 23d at Fred,
ericton, N. B., has decided to open its
prize list to include the state of Maine.
Tnis is the first time in the history Of
big fairs that Maine has been included
in the provineial exhibitions.

West Kennebunk

York County Pomona
Meetings of York County Pomona

Thomas Jones, while working at the
Grange for 1909
old carbarn/lately got hit on the head
with a brick. It gave him a sorehead
for several days and he was very fortu Saco
January 14th
nate that it was no worse.
Springvale
February 11th
March 4th
Mrs. Walter Knight recently spent a Willow Brook
Arundel
March 25th
week in Lawrence and Boston.
Saco River
April 22nd
The anniversary of the 1. O. G. T. Berwick
May 20th
was observed, in their hall Monday, South Waterboro
June 17th
March 15. .This order has'been organiz Qornish
August 12th
ed thirty-three years and numbers Field Day
eighty members now with over five John F. Hill
September 9th
hundred names on their books. When Beaver Dam
September 30th
this order was formed there were fifty: Limington
October 28th
two charter members, out of this num Goodwins Mills
November 25th
ber there are twenty-four- living and Ogunquit
December 16th
five that are members at the present Alfred
January 6th. 1910
timeì Thè evening's entertainment
Officers: M. F. P. Blanchard, Leban>
consisted of a nice supper such as West on; 'O., Arthur Berry, Cornish; L.,
Kennebunk knows so well how to pre Mrs. Flora L. Higgins, Limerick; S.,
pare and serve, and readings by Mrs. Albert Chadbourne; Bauneg Beg; A. S.
Dorothy Ricker and Mrs. Mattie Fletch A. L. Roberts, Alewive; C., Roscoe G.
er, singing by Mildred Noble and John Pease, : Cornish; T., Charles Locke,
Waterhouse. Letters from Mrs. Sarah Hollis ; Sec., Mrs. Bertha G. Kimball,
A. Haley of Boston and Mrs. Hattie Alfred; G. K., E. E. Abbott, Shapleigh;
Dow, of New York, absent members, P., Mrs. Susan Blanchard, Lebanon ;
were read. Afterwards games were C<, Mrs. Hannah Hayes, Limerick; F.,
played by the children and all express Mrs. Lavonia Chadbourne, Bauneg Beg,
ed themselves as well pleased with the L. A. S., Mrs. Winifred Roberts, Ale
anniversary and sorry they would have wive.
to wait a year for another one.
True Labelling
Mrs. Thomas Jones is quite sick with
neuralgia grip.'

Joshua Clark had a very narrow es Spirit and Letter of Maihe Pure
cape from fire last Wednesday inorning.
Food Law to Be Observed.
About half past four he struck a match
to see the time, the match broke and
The following is from a circular re
flew into the fringe of the couch ; in cently issued by the Maine Agricultural
stantly there was a bright blaze, he Experiment station. It should be of
tried to put it out and at one time much interest to local merchants, as its
thought he had succeeded when he .provisions go into effect on April 1st:
found it burning underneath and mak
“Dealers areagain reminded that be
ing great headway. Then came time ginning with April 1,1909, the labelling
for quick action. There were two sets requirements of tbe food and drug law
of double doors to be opened before will be enforced on goods put up by
tbe live thing could be got ent of doors the retailer and delivered by him to his
but .[ot did it without setting fire to Customers. This applies to every arti
anything else. It blackened the paint > cle of food and drugf ordinarily sold. It
of one door and burnt one rug quite 4s not enough that the box in which
badly. With the exception Of blister the retailer keeps an article in stock ba
ing his hands, this was all the damage. properly be branded, but the package
Mrs. ;Colloch of Biddeford, was the he gives -to his customer must after
guest of her daughter, Mrs. J. M. Mur April 1'be similarly branded. It is to
phy.
be noted however that goods that are
Mrs. Abbie Evans, of Malden, Mass., exactly what their names imply and
that are exactly what they seem to be,
is visiting relatives in Lyman.
Marion Emmons has been sick with do not ne.ed to be labeled. All goods
that are not strictly true to name, do
grip.
requirelabelling. This is explained in
The Ladies’ Aid Society of the Ken detail in ^official inspections 4.
nebunk Baptist church will give a. The full text of the circular may be
chicken and salad supper April 13th. had by applying to the Maine Agricul
the proceeds to be used for repairs on ture Experiment Station at Orono.
church property* Tickets 25 cents.
The five o’clock car here from. Bidde
Sap’s Running
ford a week ago last Tuesday had a
narrow escape from an accident. They
The eagerly awaited announcement
had orders to pass the express at West
Kennebunk and the regular at Clark’s. of “^sap’s running” has been heard
But at West Kennebunk everything was throughout northern Vermont, New
forgotten till they got up to the school, York.jMaine and,|New Hampshire for
house when they saw the express com some little time and the maple sugar
ing down the line. The car was imme makers are now much interested in the
diately reversed and back they went to several processes-necessary to the pre
West Kennebunk and let the express paration of the maple tree sap for
by. Report says conductor .and motor market ng as maple syrup and maple
Sugar. Reports from several places in
man were discharged.
the northern New England states and
James Holland and Wife were recent
New York heve indicated a fairly good
ly called to Kennebunkport to attend
flow of sap from the trees which have
the funeral of his brother.
been tapped. Should this continue in
Mrs. Ivory Smith of Limington was proportion, and the ¡untapped trees
the guest of Miss Mary Burnham last yield an average run, the season is ex»
week.
pected to prove a profitable one. As
Qeorge Robinson of Biddeford was in yet prices have not settled, the early
town for a few days last week harvest sales being always at “catch” figures.
ing his browhtails. He secured a good
crep.
Goodwin’s Mills
Mrs. Frèd H. Jones and Mrs. Lora
Rankin of Alfred w,ent to Biddeford
■ The “Qdd Sale” of the Ladies’ Aid
last Thursday.
of the Methodist church will be held in
Ed. Schwartz is still on earthand the Grange hall qn Wednesday evening,
claims sixteen foxes for his winter’s March 31. A programme will be given
work so far. He got three in three con There will be bobths,fdr'the sale of ice
secutive days.
cream, cake, candy, etc. These articles
Mr. C. F. Grant has converted his will be sold only for an odd number of
grocery wagon into a milch cow.
cents. Goodwins Mills Art Museum
Joe Murphy and wife spent Sunday will hold an exhibition. Everybody
will be cordially invited to come and
in Biddeford.
Thomas Rankin of Alfred was in help make our “Odd Sale” a success.
town last Sunday.
Thomas Jones is now receiving con
Agents Wanted
gratulations on being promoted to
grandpa.. The little one lives in New
We want a half dozen agents to
bury poi t, Mass.
A little daughter arrived at Orrin canvass for Herb Renovator and
Stevens, last week—R,uth Helen.
will pay big commission to men
Mrs. E. W. Cousens and Master Ray-_ and women who are willing to
mond Whicher spent the day at Which work.
Anyone can make good
er Mills last Monday.
wages. If- you wish to test the
Schools begin next Monday.
medicine, you can have a full size
Jones & Clark are building the rotary dollar box for only fifty cents.
building at the Town House.

Send by mail or call on Frank

Little Miss Dorris Clark of Kenne- CpTE, Corner Lincoln & Hill
bunk spent two days with her grandma
Streets, Saco, Me.
last week.

E. I. Littlefield and E. L. Jones of
Kennebunk, were called to Boston last
week on the partridge case. U. A.
Caine was to be called later.

Engage your space in
the Easter edition

Kennebunk Enterprise

Court House

should all the courts be located in Al Alfred pu business or to market, you
would see five from either of the same
fred.
DEVOTED TO THE GENERAL INTERESTS
Certain people have laboured very towns at Kennebunk. Limerick is a
ROADS
Ol YORK COUNTY
hard to prove that the Kennebunk place of considerable trade and busi
While on this subject of expense, it Bonds were insufficient for the purpose ness. It is the grand centre between
We have now on hand a
JANUARY I, 1909
may not be improper to suggest, that, for which they were given. It was first the Ossipees, from whence much lum
ISSUED EVERY WEDNESDAY BY '
large
Manufactured Stock
ANNIE JOYCE CREDIFOKL)
for the purpose of building up the said that the penalty itself was not ber and nearly all our country produce
Th e
to select from'
Editor and Publisher
town of Alfred, all the region round enough to build the Court House and 'is received. No one on the sea board
greatest line ever shown in
Printed at The Enterprise Press Office
about, has* been intersected, cut up, Fire Proof. This being made known, would eVer think of going to Alfred to
Kennebunk, Maine
this part of the State. If you
and harrassed with roads, to lead the obligors immediately gave a new purchase bread stuff, or indeed} much
are thinking of purchasing
$1.00 through that place. To magnify their Bond with a penalty of 20,000 dollars. of anything else unless it be a few
Subscription, One Year, in Advance
anythingof this kind, it would
Three Months,
.25 own village, and to make themselves a These same people then complained of boards or hoop poles. To what place
pay you to call and look over
Single Copies, 3 Cents;
great people, the inhabitants of Alfred the condition. That there was npthing do the people between the Ossipees go
our stock before placing an
have considered it as of no sort of im in it which said that although we did to dispose of their lumber and pro
order elsewhere.
Advertising Rates made known on application.
Correspondence is desired from any Interested portance that the interests of the far build it, the county should have the visions ? certainly not to Alfred.—The
parties, relative to town and county matters. mer should be sacrificed, his farm cut use of it free of expense. The inhabi enterprising farmers in that quarter of
A first-class printing plant in connection. All up, and himself burdened with enor tants of Kennebunk have very readily the county, generally find a market for
work done promptly and In up-to- date style.
mous taxes. The town of Lyman will given a new bond, in which it is declar their produce through Limerick to
298 Main St., Biddeford, Me.
ever have reason to lament the day, ed in the strongest terms that this Kennebunk and other towns on the sea
WEDNESDAY, MAR. 24, 1909.
Near Cor. Elm and Main St.
when the law was enacted, making Al building shall be given to the County board. Those who vote for Alfred will
iiniiiHitii|iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiwMMiiM|iii|iHii|ii immiiiii 111111 ii iimimira
fred a half-shire town.
as its sole and absolute property: al be making a fruitless attempt to make
There always have been, is now and
though every man of common sense that town what nature never designed
always will be the village gossips. The
BOARD IN ALFRED.
would understand that such was the it to be. Let our county courts and
more modern phraseology would style
It is a sufficient hardship upon the meaning of the former bond. But still records olice be located at Kennebunk
them liars, for that is what they are. citizen to be called away at any time thesé gentlemen say that if you pay and the change will be for the general
There are men gossips as well as women from his usnal employment, but partic the first penalty, the bonds are all dis interest of the county.
but the last named gender seems to be ularly so, if when summoned as a juror charged. Every man knows that there
in the lead in that line, One of the or witness, his compensation for his is a difference between the penalty of a
leading characteristics of the woman services is not adequate to his expendi bond and its condition and these bonds
$8.00 Skirts, now $5.50. $3.25 Skirts now $2.25
gossip is her hypocrisy, She appears tures. The town of Alfred is small, its are only to be performed upon the per
$2,50,
2.75 and 3.00 Robes and Chemise now $1.08
sweet to your face only to turn like a population, with two exceptions, is less formance of the condition of any one
snake at you when your back is turned. than that of any other town in the of them, that is by building the Court
$1.75 and 2..00 Robes, Chemise and Diawers, now $1.35
There is no more contemptible animal county. But few persons in the imme House, not by paying the penalty.
Department Store
$1.00 and 1.25 Robes, Chemise and Drawers, now
79c
on the face of the earth than a two- diate vicinity of the court house are in This clause was only inserted that the
Kot of Kid Gloves, $1.50 and 1.0.0, now>
.
89c
faced gossiping woman. She is a a situation to accommodate boarders. obligors might not be compelled to
trouble breeder in a community, and Whereas the population of the county build as many court houses as they
though some may sooner or later learn of York is great, and from the variety gave bonds. But it is now said that
to shun her, yet she is usually able to of law suits, the citizens attending the laud is not suitable. Every person
accomplish much harm before the eburt are numerous. These persons acquainted with the lot, will be satis-,
Potts Flat Irons,
truth is found out. When you re id must have accommodations, whether fled that there is not a more eligible
A CLEANLY RESTAURANT CONDUCTED WITH
this just think if you • are one who is they cost little or much. Thus it is in situation in Kennebunk.
A DESIRE TO FURNISH FOOD OB' THE BEST
and loc
QUALITY AND AT A REASONABLE PRICE
sowing the seeds of scaudel and deal the power of those few persons, to
29c
Dry Mops. ‘
ing in gossip about your neighbors.— command whatever price for their en
I observe in one of the Alfred papers
The Lisbon Enterprise.
tertainment they may think proper and that it is said, if the county should
Ladies’
Handkerchiefs,
therefore the price of board in Alfred vote to carry all the courts to Ke n neJAMES CARROLL,. Prop.
is exorbitant, There is no town in our bunk, that all the public buildings will
5c
white
hemstitched,
They’re Dangerous
281 Main Street,
own state in which it is exceeded. uot sell for more than fifteen hundred
embroidered corners,
Even ¿that of the city of Boston does dollars. If this is true, I, for one,
Li u n c h e s served at any
BIDDEFORD, Me.
What Commissioner Totman Says not vie with it. And it is not strange should say that the sooner the courts
hour of the Day or Night
price,
About the Pests
that such should be the fact. There is are carried to Kennebunk, the better.
no inducement on the part of the in If these buildings, which cost the
Hair Rolls, wire, hair
habitants
to offer board at a moderate county not Jess than fifteen thousand
Arthur Totman-of Phippsburg, who
price.
As
persons
attending
court
áre
dollars, are now worth nothing at all,
covered, price,
25c
has been connected with the brown tail
moth commission for sometime and has under the necessity of soliciting accom the county has beeu grossly imposed
New Hair Light Crowns,
helped wage the campaign against modations, whereas the inhabitants upon by somebody. One would suppose
are
never
under
the
necessity
of
solicit

that the house connected with the goal
them in this state has been at home for
woven, cohered, price
a few days and tells the Independent ing boarders. Here then is a state of certainly ought to sell for fifteen hun
< \
5OC
that the crusade against the pests things directly the reverse of what it dred. A Fire Proof, which has recent
should be forced this spring as never be should be, and a natural consequence ly been erected, and which would
New Gloves
fore. He says that much of the sum- is, that the price of board must be ex make a comfortable dwelling house,
cessively
high.
* mer business of the State of Maine de
certainly ought to be worth equally as
New Hosiery
E. A. STROUT CO.
Thus it appears, and we think satis much, and the Court House ought to
pends upon keeping the moths out.
housands
Largest Dealers in Farms
New Shirt Waists
The commission has been doing great factorily, that much unnecessary ex be worth five hundred, to be used as a
in the World.
OF SALES
39,000 MEN ___ —
work in York county and is keeping pense has been incurred by the people meeting-house ox a barn. I wish the
PROVE RIGHT METHODS.
them down very well but they come of this county from the location of the Alfred folks would tell us how much
Common Flat Irons, the
Every one of them in the market to
there in large numbers from Massachu judicial Courts in Alfred. And what the goal cost, or what was the expense
buy a farm, wrote or called at our
No advance fee required. Im
old fashioned kind, all
offices during the past year. Your
proved listing blanks mailed FREE.
setts. They have been getting a great does futurity promise more favourable of the house. For if, as I think, it
farm would just suit some of them.
foothold in some parts of this state es should they be still continued in that cost seven or eight thousand dollars,
E. A. Strout Company
sizes, 4, 5> 6, 7? 8, 9, ro
We can bring it to their attention
-and
this
^nd
all
the
other
public
build

town?
Is
it
probable
that
the
present
NEW YORK
Ù
pecially along the coast and in Phipps
easily and quickly through our
150 Nassau Street
public buildings will continue to an ings will not sell for more than fifteen
and 12 lb., 5c a lb.
burg there are many of them.
wonderfully Successful Selling Sys
BOSTON
PHILADELPHIA
hundred.-, the county have been untem.
294 Washington Street ’
Land Title Building
«At the town meeting last week $250 swer the purpose of tlieir erection,' un
meroifully gulled in holding the
Fiber
Chair
Seats,
were raised at the suggestion of Mr. til those who are now on -the stage of
courts in Alfred. And the people ought
Totmarf. who spoke strongly in favor of human life shall have made thqir exit?
York County Agent
locand 15c
now to try to escape from the trap, be
Is
it
rational
to
conclude
that
these
his motion. He says that eta the Pop
fore they get so 'completely within its
buildings,
which
were
originally
but
ham road there are millions of the
jaws, that there is no escape. For my
2 for 5c
Sap Spouts,
nests and believes that many of the miserably constructed, which have
own part I am satisfied that thez build
been
constantly
a
bill
of
expense
to
moths came there on the Boston Steam
this county, and one of which a year ings at York and Alfred will sell for
ers.
Dinner-Pails,
since was in such a decaying condition more than enough to build a goal, if it
Mr. Totman believes that -if all our as to be urifit for use, are to be so re ever becomes necessary, and 1 am sat
25 c, 40c. 50c
Maine towns will awaken to the danger paired by the gentlemen of Alfred, that isfied that the Alfred gentry believe
likely to come, not only to the trees no farther taxes will be imposed on the and know it. But they want to fright
N. Lachance Proprietor
Sash Curtain Rods,
. and the comfort of our own people as people for their preservation and main- en tha people from seeking their own.
well but to the loss of summer business tainance? Such things if possible are, good1. They, want to make Some more
2 for 5c and 5c each
MEALS SERVED AT ALL
that great good can be done this year to say the least very improbable. good speculations out of the county.
but says that work must commence at Those buildings,- although of not,,a very, But, gentlemen, you are gone, there is
HOURS, QUICK
Straw Cuffs,'
once if anything is to be accomplished. advanced age can never be made as no escape for you. Therefore Sit down
LUNCHES.
2 prs. for 5c
Mr. Totman has returned tb York good as new ones. Repair them as and be easy.
FRESH EVERY MORNING
SACO
county ‘to continue the fight there.— much as you please, they will still be
IO9 Hain St., & 4 Alfred _St.
Bath Independent;
Wire Coat Hangers,
old, and must annually require addition
The idea of disturbing the repose ofal reparation. Every man who reflects those gentlemen who hold the county
2 for 5c
City Building Biddeford.
a moment upon the subject will be sat offices seems to touch the feelings of
BIDDEFORD ME,
New York’s worst blizzard of snow isfied tjiat a new brick Court House
their dependants, and connections
occurred March 12, 1888.
and Fire Proof building, will be of in some towns of thè county. They
more value than all of them; and that talk-about losses that will be sustained
Boom HallowelE
From
the eounty in such an exchange would of patriotism, and the dependence and
Help Hallowell.
actually be the gainers. But when it claims of their patrons upon the people
Lincoln St., BIDDEFORD
Exploit industrial interests;
is considered that they are not necessi for support, the shares they own. in
That’s what they are crying for Hall tated even to make this exchange but
Serves Lunches at all Tinies
owell. Pity the men of Kennebunk actually retain the old buildings at stages, and of their speculations and
bargains
in
houses
and
lands.
All
of
Prices Reasonable
couldn’t get together and do the same their own disposal, without, expending
for this place. Who will be the first to a cent in obtaining the new, no man in which may be powerful arguments in
All the Newest Shades in
EVERYTHING NEAT
the minds of Some gentlemen, but the
start the movement?
his senses, could consistently assert voters of thri county h'ave no interest
Spring and Summer Suitings.
AND CLEAN
that any additional expense will be in in these speculating scheme's. Their
THE
NEW
SATIN
FINISH
curred
by
the
removal
to
Kennebunk.
Work Wanted
interest is a different one, I am really
A great variety of the best
But supposing the people of this surprised that gentlemen take such an
county
should
hereafter
find
it
neces

active
part
in
this
business.
The
offices
’
Many People are in Actual Distress
goods in exclusive patterns at
■' When in the City
f
Ar
sary, that a new gaol, court house or of the county were made to accommo
Because of Dull Times
fire proof should be erected in Alfred. date the people arid not for the especial
MILL PRICES
Do they expect that a small snip will be accommodation of those who hold
Bargains in Remnants apd odd
“All that I want is work, yet I can sufficient for either of these purpo'ses? them. One would suppose that modesty
not find it. For nearly twenty years I If any such expectations are entertain if nothing else would point out a differ"
pieces every day, but these cannot
have worked for the same company and ed, they will never be realized. What ent course.
be represented by^mail samples.
they would give me work now if they say the people of Alfred on this subject
We are all selfish creatures, but some
Samples of regular goods mailed
had it. ' What am I to do? ” So spoke, A brick court house and fire proof, can men seem to be more so than others.
promptly on application.
a man of fifty in the Associated Chari not be built at an expense less than Why are not those office holders willing
ties. His former employer confirmed eleven thousand dollars. This is for the peoplb to decide where they
his statements, spoke in high terms of ¡n the mouths of all their emisaries, can be best accommodated, and where
his work but had no work to offer. The who are now travelling to and fro their offices shall be holden ? Are they
man could not bear the thought of re through the county, urging it as an not servants to the public? or do they bf Dane and Mao 1 *
He keeps
WORSTED CO
253 Main St., Biddeford, Me.
p
ceiving other help than work—yet he argument against the location of Ken suppose the public must be servants to below the Enterprise Office
was forced to receive food and fuel that nebunk," that the penal sum in the them? Kennebunk ought to be the CANDY, FRUIT in season. CIGARS SALESROOM,'
SANFORD ME
his children should not suffer. He has bond of that town, is not more than shire town of the county, there are TOB ACCO and SCHOOL SLPPLIES
now left the city In search of work, but half enough lor the purposes specified better reasons for it than there are that
Cali and See Him
will return if we can find any work for in the condition and that the penalty* Portland should be the shire town of
FRANK PROCTOR,
W. T. ALLEN,
him.
MASON.
CIVIL ENGINEER
will be paid, and the inhabitants of the Cumberland County. People of the in
“I am afraid my boy will go crazy if county be necessitated, to erect the terior and back towns of the county
he does not receive work soon. He has building themselves. And these gentle have business on the séa board, espe
wolked the streets looking everywhere men from an abundant overflow of cially to Kennebunk, Kennebunkport,
for a job. He is completely discourag “the milk of human kindness,” are now Saco, Biddeford and Wells, the comed.” The mother gave good references willing fo “spend and be spent,” to muuication between these towns is
for her son. He is well ^recommended, suffer the loss of time and money, to very easy and very frequent, The
warn the people against those addition towns in the south western part of the
but is still out of work.
Walls, Foundations and all Forms of -Concrete Work, also
Few things are more tragic than this al burdens which will be impoaed upon county certainly can communicate with
Brick Work of All Kinds.
yearning for a chance to work and no them oñ this account. The fact is that Kennebunk with more ease than with
proposals
have
been
received
by
the
Alfred. Sanford, Lebanon and Shapwork to be offered. Any one who can
supply any kind of work for men will obligors from four different persons to leigh have also very easy and frequent
render a great service ata time of great complete this building for a sum less communication with Kennebunk, espe
Telephone. 5 23 J
Telephone 527J ¿
Main St.. Kennebunk
need by commu iqating with the Asso- than 4500. Here then the inhabitants cially Saqford. Where you would see
c|ated,chaiities.—Portland Daily Argus , of York county may read their fate one man from either of those towns at

riARBLE AND GRANDE

Q. L. Allen

L. H. VERRILL & CO.
Sale of Muslin Underwear

T. L. EVANS & CO

245-51.Main St, Biddeford

The Corset Store, 223 Main Street, Biddeford

IMPERIAL LUNCH

iThousands want Farms!

T

Kennebunk, Me

DON CHAMBERLIN.

FLOWERS

NUTSHELL.

CAFE

ROSES
PINKS
VIOLETS

Strout’s Flower Store

T. L.EVANS á CO

LOOM - T.
WEARER

L. Johnson

EAT THERE
DINAN

Jeweler and Optician

JOHN G. LITTLEFIELD

BUFF ORPINGTON

Proctor and Allen

Eggs for Hatching

Builders of Concrete Sidewalks

5Je for 13

298 Hain Street

Biddeford,. Maine

bhe loves me. I’ll not promise never
to see her again.” And he left with a
heavy heart.
It took many, many days to decide
whether to go where her heart led or
©bey her Puritan parent. In the end
love won, and in January they were
|
By DOROTHY CARLTON.
|
married in ’Chicago.
Farmer Wayne received one letter
Copyrighted, 1909, by ■ Associated
from
his daughter that he read. It an
. Literary Press.
nounced her marriage. Subsequent
missives were returned unopened, and
, “Ma, we ain’t got much to bethank he forbade his wife to mention her
ful for, I reckon, but the Lord knows' child’s name to him.
Thanksgiving day held little cheer
—•he knows,” remarked Josiah Wayne
to his wife the morning set apart for for the occupants of the old farmhouse.
There would be just two lonely old
gratitude for the year’s blessings.
“We’ve got each other, Siah, and people at the table who expected soon
to be called to an eternal reward.
that’s a heap,” she replied softly.
“I hope Mary is ha’ppy,” Mrs. Wayne
“That’s right, Martha. We’re spared
spoke
aloud without thinking.
by God’s grace, but Will Banker Hall
“
Don
’t, Ina, don’t!” cried her, hus
spare us when the mortgage comes
band.
due next month?” And he shook his
“Why, Siah, you’re crying,” and she
head dubiously.
.
ran
to soothe him.
“Deacon Hall is mighty close fisted,
“
Martha,
I was wrong. I know it
pa, and he likes to get good farms
now.
Things
have changed since we
cheap. If he don’t get ours, it will be
divine; answer to prayers. It’ll be a were young, and because that young
man did not see his duty as I see mine
miracle,” declared his wife.
“The book says the Lord takes care I drove M.ary from home. I wish she
of his children, Martha. We’ll put our was here, wife; I wish she was here,”
trust in him.” And the careworn, toil and his voice was broken with the
grief that was in it.
tired farmer rose and left the house.
An hour later Mrs. Wayne, glancing
“If Mary was only here,” sighed
Mrs. Wayne, “and, Seeing as she ain’t, out of a window, saw two young peo
it would be powerful comforting to ple descending from a carriage. One
talk about her, but Siah is set in his was Mary, the other her husband.
ways. Seemed as if I knew she was The old farmer was sleeping on the
happy I’d be thankful in spite of the lounge in the living room and did not
mortgage,” she said to herself as she hear the cry of joyous reunion she
hastily wiped away the starting tears. made as Mrs. Wayne ran down the
Ten months before Mary Wayne had path to droop, weeping, in the young
eloped with a man who passed three arms of her daughter.
“John would come, mother, and I’ve
weeks’ vacation at the farm the sum
wanted to, oh, so much,” she said.
mer previous..
“I’m so glad, Mary. Pa has forgiven
John Mott had been delighted with
the weather beaten old farmhouse aud you, I think, from something he said
its surroundings when he first glimpsed today. He’s sorry the way he spoke
them, not that they stirred an ar to Mr. Mott.
“Call him John, mother,” said Mary
tistic soul, but because they recalled
gone boyhood days and the home he gently.
“Mother,” said Mott, “let me be a
had left, an orphaned youth, to make a
son to you,” and he kissed her wrin
fortune in the metropolis of the west.
“Almost llkç a dream come true,” kled cheek.
‘‘Father’s asleep in the sitting room.
he thought, and he lived again the
I
’
ll
”— began Mrs. Wayne as they en
years when he Was blood brother to
the woods and its people. His finan tered the house.
“No, mother. Come up to my old
cial success and business standing in
the city were nothing to him in thé room. John will see father, and I’ve
something to. tell you,” and Mrs. Mott
country.
/
He was just an eager boy, who was led the elder woman upstairs.
The farmer was awake when Mott
restless to go fishing and swimming
and club tree limbs for chestnuts, entered.
“Mr. Wayne, Mary and I have come
though it was August, all at once,
and his only discontent was because to ask you”-- he started.
“There, there, boy. Let’s forget
all his desires could not havfe simul
what I said. Times have changed. If
taneous gratification.
Then camé Mary. She was away Mary could love you I know you are a
when he first arrived, and he had be good man. Make her happy—you’ll do
gun to hunger for .companionship of that?” and his hand went out to his
young people when she returned. In son-in-law.
“I will, sir, I will,” fervently Mott
candor the girl could not be called
beautiful, but there was that in her replied.
A moment later Mary and her moth
face to make her good to look upon.
Her features were not regular,; but er came into the room. Mrs. Wayne
the ensemble showed strength of pur was crying quietly as though her grief
was not great.
pose.
“Siah,” she said, “here’s our Thanks
Painters would not have raved overgiving.
”
her eyes, but discerning poets could
“What, Martha?” he asked.
have found in their depths that tender
“Mary and John have paid the mort
sympathy which makes some women
akin to angels:
_ gage,” and she took the paper from
She had taught school the term be- her »bosom.
Farmer Wayne slipped to his knees,
forte to aid in lifting the blanket of
resting
his wrinkled forehead on a
obligation that haunted the old people
hand calloused by honest toil.
in the evening of their lives.
“Dear Lord, we thank thee,” he be
She was the pnly'child, and l^er one
aim was to make their last days com- gan, and while he spoke with God the
fbrtabte, but the hope seemed far from others stood bowed in reverence. At
fulfillment, for her savings were small, its conclusion Mary slipped fier arms
the ' mortgage loomed large, and the about her husband’s neck and, half
banker was a grasping, inexorable turning, said:
^“Father, you forgot one thing.”
Shyjock.
“Yes, Mary?’
'Still,. the year and more that inter
“To thank him for sending me the
vened before the, blow ' would fall
might bring many things, so M^.ry dearest lover husband in the world.”
“Aye, Mary, girl, and'to us a son,”
worked and prayed.
To Mott the girl was a revelation, her father replied.
. He had known girls in the city, but
How Our Ancestors Dress Us.
they lived in a world apart from
Once gentlemen wore sword belts
Mary Wayne. Here he found sincer
ity and frankness that came from the and gauntlets. These have disappear’ed, but their ghosts still guide all tail
heart, not the mind.
The difference in types appealed to ors, and two useless buttons are inva
him, charmed first and then held his riably sewed upon each cuff and two
affections. When he said goodby at others at the^back of the frock coats
the end of his stay he knew he-had of all afternoon males.
Soinewhere about 1753 a hatter
found the one woman he needed, and
named John Hetherington of Lcmdon
he hoped to win her.
In the autumn she resum’ed her .made and wore the first tall hat, now
school duties in a town several miles known as the silk, full dress, plug or
distant from home, and it became a stovepipe hat. A horse saw him and
fixed engagement that Mott should ran away. The owner of the horse
spend Sundays with her. She rarely sued Hetherington, but lost his case,
went to the farm at week ends, as the the judge doubtless holding that an
trip involved expenditures she did not Englishman has an inalienable right to
dress as ugly as he can. . One time
feel justified in making. Mott’s visits were comforting from there was a king who had a deformed
the beginning. Gradually' she realized knee. He abandoned the knickerbock
that they were dear to her in antici ers which revealed the weakness of
pation' and mèmory, and one Decem the royal leg and took to long trousers.
ber night she found herself and knew Hetherington and the king have long
they were necessary to -her happiness. since gone to their reward, but their
Mott’s next call was eventful. He ghosts still ride civilized man, one at
was sure of his love for her. Because one end and one at the other, from
of his uncertainty as to her reciproca Paris to Tokyo, and, Lord ’a’ mercy,
tion he experienced unrest and sought we daren’t Oven laugh at the spectacle.
to learn his fate. Mary loved him and —Frank Gratae in Atlantic.
when he proposed told him so. • Then
he journeyed to the farmhouse home
Savage Crabs.
of his sweetheart’s parents.
The most savage specimen of the
“You may write to any one in the crab specie® is found in Japan, seem
city you know as to my character and ing to dream of nothing but fighting,
ability to care for Mary,” he told him. to delight in nothing half so much.
“Young man, cities are wicked The minute he spies another of his
places,” said Farmer Wayne. “Do you kind he scrapes his claws together in
believe in God?” he asked abruptly.
rage, challenging him to the combat.
“Why—er—of course, Mr. Wayne,”, Not a moment is wasted in prelimi
he replied, abashed at the text of the naries, but at it they go hammer tnd
query.
tongs. It sounds like two rocks grind
s“Do you belong to a church?” the ing against one another as their claws
stern inquisitor continued.
rattle against the hard shells. The
K:“Well, Mr. Wayne, you see I am sand flies as the warriors push each
pretty busy, and I—I”— stammered other hither and thither until at last
Mott.
one of them stretches himself out in
“You are not a Christian. You are a the sun tired to death. But he does
money changer in the temple!” thun- hot beg for mercy or attempt to run
flered the old man. “I know your city away, only feebly rubbing his claws
Ways. You'forsake all paths ¿except together in defiance of the foe. That
those that lead to fortfme. You are foe comes closer, and with his claws
hypocrites and deceivers!” he shouted. trembling with joy at his victory the
in concluding the denunciation.
conquerer catches hold of one claw of
“Then 1”— began the young man.
the vanquished crab, twists it until it
\ “Never see my daughter again, sir. comes off and briars away the palpi*
Goodby.’’
taring limb as a trophy of his prowess.
“I love her dearly, Mr. Wayne, and Such is a battle between warrior crabs.

I Mary’s Home- i
I
coming,
|
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THEMANWHOLAUGHS
By the Way He Does It He Gives
an Index to His Character..
THE POTENCY OF LAUGHTER.
I

_______

Shown by the Effective Way In Which
Cervantes Smiled Spain’s, Vain and
Foolish Chivalry Away—Men Who
Never Laughed and Rarely Smiled.

What an index to character is man’s
laugh! What surer clew can we have
to both his intellect and his temper un
less it be that he .seldom jor never
laughs? “Nothing,” says Goethe, “is
more significant of /men’s character
than what they find laughable.” “You
know no man,” says Tieck, “till you
have heard him laugh—till you know
when and how he will laugh.” “The
perception of the ludicrous,” says Em
erson, “is a pledge of sanity. A rogue
alive to the ludicrous is still converti
ble. If that sense is lost his fellow
men can do little for him.”
Lavater, the great physiognomist,
lays his great stress on the very un
equivocal and derisive nature of a
laugh as an index of character. If it
be free and hearty and occasion a gen
eral and light movement in all the
features and dimple the cheek and
chin, it is an almost infallible evi
dence of the absence of any great ma
terial wickedness of disposition. Cae
sar mistrusted Cassius because that
lean and hungry conspirator rarely, if
ever, indulged in laughter. When Hor
ace Walpole was in Paris in 1765 he
found that laughing was out of fash
ion in that gay capital. “Good folks,”
he Writes, “they have no time to laugh.
There tare God and the king to be
pulled down first, and men and wom
en, one and all, are devoutly employed
in the demolition.”
How often a man fails to betray the
tiger that lurks within him until he
laughs! Is there nothing significant
in the fact recorded by Plutarch of
Cato the younger that nothing could
make him laugh, that his countenance
was scarcely softened even by a
smile? Is it not a characteristic trait
of the gloomy tyrant, Philip II. of
Spain, that he rarely smiled and that
he laughed but once in his entire life,
and that when he heard of the massa
cre on St. Bartholomew’s day? Is it
not a suggestive fact regarding the
gloomy, taciturn Wallenstein, the ter
ror of the people, at the sight of whom
as he paced through his camp with his
lofty figure enveloped in a scarlet
mantle and with a red feather in his
cap a strange horror took possession
of the soldiers, that he was never
seen to smile? Can we wonder that
the poor little dwarf, Alexander Pope,
the cynical satirist, afflicted with asth
ma and dropsy, tortured with rheuma
tism, racked with headaches and
threatened with cataract, should never
have laughed, but only smiled?
It has been said of the greatest of
English dramatists, who united with

ins intense numor an equally intense, ¿Hlllillllllll!l!lllllllllllllllillilllllllllllllilllllllllllt±
piercing insight into the darkest and |
SOCIETIES.
most fearful depths of human nature,
that no heart would have been strong niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHi»
enough to hold the woe of Lear and W. R. Corts: Meetings every other Thurs
Othello except-that which had the un day evening in Gr. A. R. Hall.
quenchable elasticity of Falstaff and Pythian Sisterhood : Meetings held every
other Tuesday evening in Pythian Hall.
the “Midsummer Night’s Dream.”
Might not a similar remark be made Daughters of Rebekah: Meetings heldtiie
of that “pendulum betwixt a smile and first and third Saturday evenings in Odd Pel
a fear,” Abraham Lincoln, in whom lows’ Hall.
sadness and a keen sense of the comic York Lodge, No.22, F. &. A. M.: Geo. A.
were so strikingly combined? How GilpatiTck, secretary. Meets on or before the
moon each month- Murray Chapter meets
exuberant was his mirth, sparkling in full
Monday following full moon. St. Amand Com
jest, comic story and anecdote, and yet mandery meets second Thursday each mqnth.
how often the very next moment those Salus Lodge, No. 156, I. O. G. T.: Meets
sad, pathetic, melancholy eyes showed every Tuesday evening in thfeir hall on Main
a man familiar with “sorrows and ac street.
quainted with grief!”
Wawa Tribe. No. 19, I. O. R. M.: Meets
Who can doubt that but for the every Wednesday evening.
merriment in which he indulged—the Iona Council, No. 17, D. of P., T. O. R. M
contagious laughter which welled up Meets on every Monday sleep at the 8th run
from his soul as naturally as do bub setting of the sun, in Rpd Men’s hall, Clark’s
bles in the springs of Saratoga—he Block, on Lower Main street.
would have sunk under his weary M-yrtle Lodge, No. 19, K. of P.: Meets
Friday evening in K.-of P. Hall,. Main
weight of care long before he fell by every
Street.
the pistol of Booth?
arnest Lodge, No. 55,1. O. G. T.:
Regul
It is indeed statesmen, students and arEmeeting?
held in their hall every Wednes
thinkers generally who most need the day.eyening at 7.30 o’clock.
relaxation afforded by occasional mer Pine Tree Encampment, No. 29. Meets
riment. Some centuries ago it was the second and fourth Tuesday op the month at
fashion in Europe for men of rank to Odd Fellows’ hall, at 7.45 p. m
keep a * buffoon, and a banquet was Mousam Lodge,. Nb. 26, I. O. O. F. Meets
considered incomplete where a privi every Thursday night at Odd Fellows hall, al
leged jester was not an attendant. 7.45 p. m.
This was perhaps for those days a
wise' custom. It is surprising how
School Signals.
much a few minutes’ sleep will refresh
the body and a few minutes’ laughter T wb blasts at 8 a. m. will mean no school in
the mind, and many a useful life might the lower grades—meaning the Intermediate
Primary Schools.
be prolonged by the substitution of ami
The samé signal at 11 a. ni. will mean either
these remedies for “carking care” and one session, or no school in the afternoon.
weariness in place of the usual treach Three blasts at 8. a. m. will mean no school in
erous tonics and stimulants.
all the schools—when sounded at 11 a: m. it will
What a dismal deduction would be mean either one session in the schools—or no
made from the happiness of our homes school in the afternoonif they were robbed of their merri One session will mean that school will keep
ment! What pictures of innocent until 1 o’clcok— except in the primary grades
mirth has Goldsmith given in the and they left to the judgment of the teachers
“Vicar of Wakefield,” and how artless
the remark of the good Dr. Primrose,
CHURCH SERVICES.
“If he had little wit we had plenty
of laughter!”
Baptist Church. Main^Street. .
What a power for good and evil is
gREV. F. L. CANN, PASTOR
the world’s “dread laugh, which scarce Sunday.7 10 30-a. m. Preaching Service.
1.30 a.m. Bible School.
the firm philosopher can scorn!” How
6.15’p.m. Young People’s Meeting
many men have been cowed by it who
7.00 p. m. Prayer Meeting.
could have faced without flinching a
7.30 p. m. Young People’s Meeting.
battery’s deadly fire! How many bad Monday:
Wednesday: 7.30 p. m. Praise and Prayer
customs and wicked practices? how
Meeting.
many quixotic schejpes of philanthropy • Covenant Meeting last Friday evening in
or reform, how many absurd doctrines
month.
th politics, theology and sociology,
Unitarian Church. Main Street.
which have defied the artillery of argu Sunday. 10.30 a. m. Preaching Service.
ment have been “laughed off the pub
12.00 m. Sunday School.
k 7.00p.m. Evening Service. ,
lic stage,” never to return! Did not
Cervantes “smile Spain’s vain and Congregational Church—Dane Street.
foolish chivalry away ?”—William Ma
REV. MYRON P. DICKEY
thews in London Great Thoughts.
Sunday: 10.30 a.m. Preaching Service.

Ill gotten goods never prosper.—Ger
man Proverb.
Photography, as a term, is derived
from the Greek words “phos” or “pho
tos,” meaning “light.” arid “grapho,”
signifying “I write.”_______
“I have dyspepsia, but you never
hear me growl about it.”
“Never growl about it? Well, then,
you haven’t got it.”
She—Do you admire dark hair or
golden?
He—Dark. You can always see it
quicker in the butter.

MAINE’S IDEAL FLOUR
is a-n ‘‘all-round’’ standard flour for every purpose.

12.00 m. Sunday School.
6.00 p. m. Young Peoples’Endeavor
Meeting.
7.00 p.m. Evening Service.
Wednesday LOO p. m. Junior Endeavor
7.30 p.m. Prayer Meeting.
Methodist Episcopal Church
Portland Street
REV. F. C. NORCROSS, pastor

Sunday Services : Preaching at 2 p. m.
Sunday School: 3:15 p. m,.
Praise and Evangelistic Service 7 p. m.
Week Night Services
Epworth League' Devotional Service Mouda;
7:30
.
Church Player Meeting, Wednesday, 7:30
Class Meeting, Friday, 7:30
Strangers and those who have ’ no church
home are cordially invited o any or all of th
services.
Christian Scientist . ■
Room 8, Ross Block, Main Street.
Sunday Services at 10.30. a. m.
Subjects and sermons-copyriglried by the Re\
: Mary Baker Eddy.
Reading, Room open Saturday from 2.30 to 4.3<i
p. m.
Wednesday Evening, estimpny Meeting, 7.45
M. E; Church,. West Kennebunk.
REV. F. p. NORCROSS

5

Sunday: 10,30 a. m. Preaching Service,
11.45 a-, m. Sunday School.
Catholic Church. Storer Street
REV. J. O. CASAVANT.

Services every First Sunday at 9.30 a. madvent Christian Church
Kennebunk Lowe» Village
Services every Sunday—
,12.45 p.m. Sunday School.
2.15 & 7.00 p. m. Preaching Services

Opera House Building

J. H. GOODWIN
Will show just what you
have been looking for in
new Spring Suits at $8.00
the kind others are selling"'
" for $16.00 Also Spring
Millinery at one half price
Boots and Shoes at your
own price.
AUCTIONS Conducted anywhere
in the County.
Tel. Conn.
209 Main St.,

Biddeford, Maine

Licensed Auctioneer.

HELEN KING MARSHALL
Vocal Teacher and Con

tralto Soloist
Kennebunk, Me. .

Tel. 34-2

WHERE LIFE IS CHEAP.
Human Beings Are of Very LMtle Ac
count In Canton.

In Canton I met for the second rime
a talented young Swedish civil en
gineer who, had crossed the Pacific
with me in search of a job, writes L
K. Friedman in the Chicago News.
He was sanguine as to his future dten;
he was in the. dumps now.
He had just laid before one of the
Chief officials of the place, to whom
he came armed with a letter of intro
duction, plans for installing a nredern
sewerage system in Canton. “Your
people,”- he said to' the mandarin, “die
off like flies every time the plague
strikes you here. Your mortality>rate,
to one coming from the sanitary cities
of America or Europe, is appalling.
Let me cut it down for you aad put it
on a par with that of the first centers
of the world.”
Then the mandarin, so the young en
gineer said, leaned far back in his
chair, stared at bin? with a surprised
air and remarked scornfully, but
quietly: “Young man, why did you
come all these thousands of miles to
Canton for the sake of carrying to us
such mad ideas? Take them back to
Sweden with you. Let us rest in peace
in China and go our own way undis
turbed by these silly newfangled ideas.
Build modern sewerage systems In
Sweden to your heart’s content, ten in
every city for all we care. We will
have none of them in Canton.”
When the engineer, crestfallen and
bewildered, asked why, the answer
was at once forthcoming: “There are
too many people living in Canton now.
We shouldn’t know what to do with
more if we had them. Our people, as
It is, are .finding it hard enough to
make a living.”
This mandarin’s attitude sums up In
a way at once amusing and illumina
tive the oriental attitude toward life
and the living.
Nothing seems cheaper in the orient
than life, and, as a matter of fact, lit
tle else is so cheap. When you pass
through the labyrinth of streets that
make up Canton, packed almost to
suffocation with human beings, you
begin to understand why so little val
ue is placed on life. Your understand
ing of the situation grows clearer
when you realize the battle-like com
petition going on here from early
morning until late at night for the
few handfuls of rice and millet thgt
sustain the existence of each of this
swarming mass.
An Operating Room Hero.

FIRE ALARMS
With MAINE’S IDEAL in the house no other
flour is‘necessary. It completely satisfies, in taste,
nourishment and baking qualities.

- - - For Sale by - - CURTIS & ROBERTS
KENNEBUNK, ME.
T R. GOODWIN
WEST KENNEBUNK, ME.

23 Corner Brown and Swan Streets
25 York Street, near residence of (). W. Clark
27 Corner High and Cross Streets.
29./Corner High Street and Cat Mousam Road.
34-; Corner Main and Storer Streets.
35 • Corner Mechanic ànd Parsons Street / •
36* Junction Storer and Fletcher Streets
38 Junction Main and Fletcher Streets.
41 Corner Summer and Park Street».
43 Boston and Maine Station,
45 Corner Park and Grove Streets.
47 Leather Board
49 Corner Portland Street and Ross Road.
1 Continuous Blast, Paper Mil
3 -Blasts, Engineers Signal
À LL OUT—Two blasts.
On the pole near the fire alarm box is a small
oox with a glass front, containing the key. To
ring in an alarm, break the glass, open the fire
alarm box, pull down thè lever, and releasing
it, let it fly back.
The alarm consists, offour rounds of the box
number.

Mail Arrivals & Departures.
E. A Fairfield, Postmaster

MAILS CLOSE

We wish to inform those Who do
not already know that the place
to get good printing is at the
ENTERPRISE OFFICE, Warren
block, Opposite Opera House,
Kennebunk, Maine. Telephone
19;

For Eastern points
’
Western points
Eastern and Western points
Kennebunkport
Portland and East of P
Western points
Fastern
Western
Eastern and Western
Kennebunkport
Sanford
'

6.45 A. M.
7.30
8.55

10.40
12.30 P M.
3 30
3.55
6.35
6 35
7.00

MAILS OPEN
From’theWest
7.30 A.M.
Sanforjl
•
7'40
East and West
,
8.30
W est
9.30
'
East
,
.
8.55
Kennebunkport
' ■ < 9.55
West
•1059
West
’
11.45 '
• East
*
*
1.35P. M
West
4.20
East
4.45
Kennebunkport
4.45 ?“
Sanford
6 20
East and West
7-30
Office Hours : 7.15 a. m. to 8.00 p. m
OLIDAY Hours—Office open from 715 to 10.
a.m., and from 6.45 to 7.45 p. m.

President Fallieres’ first list of deco
rations for the year included the name
of One man who is little known. This
was a young physician named Louis
Bozy, who lost an eye in the discharge
of his duty. Dr. Bozy while acting as
assistant to an operating surgeon in
one of the Paris hospitals had an eye
injured through a drop of poisonous
matter coming in contact with it. He
knew that an antidote must be ap
plied immediately, but by doing this
he would have left the chief surgeon
unattended and remained at his pest
with his eye uncared for uhtll the
operation was completed. In conse
quence of his heroism he lost an eye
and was confined to a hospital for a
long time. President Fallieres in con
ferring the decoration said that a
wound received by a physician in the
discharge of his duty was as honora
ble as one received on the battlefield.
Dickens’ Mustache.

Among some stories told by W. P.
Frith, the. Royal academician, who- 18
ninety years of age, is the following
concerning Charles Dickens: Frith
many years ago was commissioned to
paint a portrait of the novelist. “There
was a hitch about the first sitting,”r
says the monagenarian. “Dickens had
started growing a mustache, which
was considered almost a crime in those
days. The delay in the sittings con
tinued, and one morning, when we ex
pected to find Dickens had relented
and had shaved off his mustache, to
our dismay, he had started growing
more hair on his chin. Landseer called
that morning, and he gave a great
start when he saw Dickens’ face.
Dickens then took the bull by the
horns. ‘I say, old fellow, you don’t
seem, to notice this,’ he said, pointing
to his mustache. ‘Oh, yes, I do,’ was
the reply. ‘It enables me to see less of
you, and that’s an advantage.’ ‘Lon
don Tit-Bits.

NEIGHBORING
TOWNS

Bll

Wells
The*Ladies’ Aid Society of the Ken
nebunk Baptist church will give a
chicken and salad supper April 13th,
the proceeds to be used for repairs on
church property. Tickets 25 cents.

WomatfsWorld
CHARLOTTE MANSFIELD,

An Admirable Array of

Ladies’ Suits

English Society Woman Who Expects
to Meet President In African Jungle.
Several Correspondents
Charlotte Mansfield,.the well known
'English authoress, has just started
The Ladies’ Aid Society of the Ken
from England to embark on one of the
nebunk Baptist church will give a
most adventurous journeys ever under
Kennebunk Beach
chicken and salad supper April 13th
taken by a woman. She proposes to
the proceeds to be used for repairs on go from Cape Town, South Africa, to
Miss Addie Yorke went to Somers church property. Tickets 25c.
Cairo, Egypt, a distance of 5,000 miles,
worth, N. H., last Tuesday to assist in
Arundel Grange, of this village will accompanied by only native guides.
the work at Lawyer Russell’s, for a few
entertain York County (Pomona at Far Part of the way lies through prac
days.
mers’ Club hall tomorrow, (Thursday) tically unexplored country.
Miss Grace Moulton, who has been All P. of H. will receive a cordial wel Midway in the South African jungle
she hopes to meet President Roose
ill for the past few days with indiges come.
velt Though the meeting place is not
tion, is improving.
Mrs.. Mary A. Dorman of Old Orchard
yet determined upon, Miss Mans
E. R. Young, of Berwick Branch, was who has been passing the winter at St. as
field thinks It will be somewhere near
a guest at G. P. Moulton’s last Sunday. Petersburg, Florida, has returned Nairobi, north of Lake Tanganyika.
Master Raymond Littlefield is on the home.
The natives of this district are known
be treacherous and hostile, and as
sick list. Dr. Haley attends.
Miss Ethel Bell has entered the jm- to
Mrs. Almeda Moulton, who is nurs- ploy of Mrs. John B. Pariseau, the Miss Mansfield will be the only white
woman among them the situation H
ingjMrs. Lewis Ridlon at Kennebunk Biddeford milliner.
likely to prove highly Interesting, to.
port Centre, was called home a few
The newly furnished parlor of the say the least.
days on account of sickness, recently.
The adventurous woman spent all
Congregational church is most attract
her spare time lately in learning how
William Pitts, of Kennebunkport, is ive and thoroughly appreciated.
to use firearms, so that should she be
painting at R. E. Littlefield’s.
The Quint farm on the Cape Porpoise attacked in making one of the most
146 /Vlaln Street, ZBiddLefoi^d
Miss Harriet Somers is suffering from road has been purchased by Mr. G. H. perilous trips on record she will be
an ulcerated tooth.
Bayes.
able to give a good account of herself.
!S
Clement Huff was in Biddeford and
There will be a regular meeting of What will carry Miss Mansfield
Portland recently.
the ¡Farmers’ Club at theii hall next through successfully is perhaps the
Mr/and Mrs. Charles Fritts of Haver Mondayjevening. It is desired that a daring character of her project. Though
not the first journey made by a white
hill, Mass., visited the latter’s father, large npmber of the members be pre woman through this portion of Africa,
Henry York, last Thursday and Friday. sent as business of importance is to it is the first time one of her sex has uue oti me arag. Drag the roads after
The farmers are hauling seaweed at come before the meeting.
attempted to “go through” on the lines rains as soon as the mud dries.
Things are beginning to, pick up and laid down by Miss Mansfield. Most Informal thimble party you are per
present.
Eugene Hanscom, who has been ill, the summer rush will soon be upon us. others who have made the trip have fectly sure before you start that the
done so from necessity, going from whole affair will be marked with orig
is able to be out again.
one part of the district to another in inal little touches. The place cards,
Cape Porpoise
Mrs. John Somers and daughter Har
order to reach some permanent resi the favors and the entertainment plan
riet were in Biddeford last Friday.
dence in the country and having as lit ned will be unique and a little differ-»
Mrs. Enoch Curtis, who has been tle to do with the natives as possible. ent from the ordinary kind. In a burst
We are pleafeed to announce that we have secured the
Edwin Moulton, who has been spend
sick
with the grippe, is much improved With Miss Mansfield, however, it is of enthusiasm you say to your hostess:
ing the winter in Berwick Branch re
FAMOUS
WANAMAKER & BROWN Custom. Line of
different. She intends to try to “affli!
turned home recently.
The primary school,closed last Friday ate” with t-he natives, to learn their “Oh, but you are so clever I How do
Suitings,
which
we will be pleased to have you examine.
you ever think up such pretty things?”
Sewall Hubbard, who has been con- for a short, vacation. A lot has been habits of thought and to study their
Ask for Booklets showing Spring Styles.
In
all
‘
probability
she
will
tell
you
fined to the house, is able to be out purchased of Captain R. J. Nunan on customs. She is a great believer in that she doesn’t think of them at all—
EVERY GARMENT GUARANTEED
the road a short distance from the the psychology of the native races, that she just copies them. This you
again.
Prospect
House,
and
a
building
to
ac

and,
as
she
is
somewhat
of
a
seer
her

may set down to modesty, but in nine
Miss Clarissa Chick, who has been
REMEMBER
self, will strive to get “en rapport”
yisiting her parents at Wells Branch commodate the primary gradé will be with the aborigines in a way hitherto cases out of ten it is the truth.
erected.
That girl has merely strained her
THE DAYLIGHT STORE
for the past few weeks returned to Mrs.
undreamed of by others.
self to be observing. She reads the
Two summer cottages are to be erect
Owen Wentworth last Tuesday.
14
MAIN STREET,
KENNEBUNK, MAINE
Despite all Miss Mansfield’s disclaim papers and magazines, and when a
ers as to the danger that may attend clever idea is suggested she cuts it out
Mrs. B. U. Huff and son Clement at ed near the Langsford House;
H. C. WAKEFIELD Prop.
tended the funeral of a relative at Bid James Jennison has returned from her in passing through this country, and flies it away in her book of sug
Clothing,
Hats, Caps and Shoe Dept.
New Hampshire, where he has been at persons acquainted with the matter gestions. When she sees salad served
deford last Sunday morning.
say that it is a risky thing for a wo in a new way at some smart dinner
John Prout is getting on nicely at work the past winter.
man to do. She has already received she makes a mental note of it, and the
Mr.
Alphonso
Leach
of
Lawrence,
the present writing.
hosts of letters from white residents in next time she has a guest she tries
John Somers returned to Boston last Mass., spent a part of this week at the Africa—-wholly unknown to her—warn her new salad course.
“What part of the chicken will you
Cape.
ing her against undertaking so peril So, while this girl has made, for her
Wednesday.
have, Mr. Hallroom?”
ous
a
trip,
but,
as
all
her
arrange

Mr. Edwin Chick was at home over
self a reputation of being extremely
•“Some of the meat, if you please.”—
ments hre now made, she says there is clever, according to her own way,
Sunday.
Eife.
no turning back.
height of the elm ones ar once suggest
Saco Road
she is not clever at all. She merely
Miss Mansfield has achieved fame in uses the things that other people have Advice on Planting and Properly It as a proper tree for narrow streets,
Easter Edition
England In various walks of life. She thought of. So there is really little ex
and, indeed, for most wide streets^ for
Caring For Them.
is a well known author and as a poet cuse, after all, for the woman who is
It grows up and out of the way and its
Real March weather; cold, pleasant,
We shall print the Easter Edition of enjoys the distinction of being called invariably satisfied with the common*
limbs reach over in a most attractive
windy, rough traveling, mud and colds ! the Enterprise March 31, and it will the “Ella Wheeler Wilcox” of Eng place. The better ways are hers for
fashion.
VALUE OF MUNICIPAL CONTROL “Some of the cities in New Jersey
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Fiske were guests be well for those wishing space in the land.
the taking.
have undertaken to regulate trees and
of their parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. W. same to engage it at once. These spe
Musical Leadership Her Goal.
to plant trees municipally. The best
Much
Dancing
In
the
Capital.
cial features are becoming more popu
Hadlock, Sunday.
Best Way to Secure Adequate Gen examples are in Newark and East Or
Mrs. Meredith, daughter-in-law of
Washington
has
gone
dancing
mad.
eral Tree Beauty, Says an Authority. ange, both of which cities are succeed
Supper at the Congregational ¡church lar each year, and this year the cover George Meredith, novelist, stepped Never was dancing .such a craze, and
will be more attractive than ever and into the breach in Harrowgate the
Choice
of Trees Most Important: ing admirably in their efforts. The
this week.
beside there will be an extra large other day and wielded the baton as notwithstanding hints that such capers
Why Systematic Planting Pays.
tendency is to plant from twenty to
Mr-. Mary Washburn was a welcome number printed, which will be circu substitute for the conductor of the were not beseeming the chief execu
forty,
feet apart; to stagger the rows
tive
of
the
United
States
the
presi

visitor at Kennebunkport, over Sunday. lated for the benefit of the advertisers. municipal orchestra, one of the best in
An authority on the planting, proper on either side, always to dig a deep
dent
recently
has
thrown
dull
care
to
care of and regulation of street trees hole and fill with good soil and set the
Ivory Ross, who recently bought the Do not delay engaging the space you England. It was one of the few times
i in England that a woman has con the winds and sought diversion in the who strongly favors municipal regula tree with an adequate stake, afterward
Dearborn farm will* build there this want. Do it now.
gay
waltz
and
the
spirited
barn
dance.
ducted an important orchestra, and so
tion of the trees says:
season.
protecting it with a simple guard, usu
much publicity has followed that Mrs. Miss Roosevelt has been the reason
“Investigation will show that in no ally made of chicken wire, so that
for
giving
weekly
dances
in
the
White
The parties who bought the Charles
Wanted at Once
Meredith has been Invited to direct
other way can adequate general tree horses cannot gnaw it. Much care is
Goodwin farm have moved there. Their
other bands throughout the country at House since The first of the year, and
being given toward keeping the tree
names are Cummings.
special performances. She is a music all Washington, young, old and middle beauty be secured. It is the universal In proper shape without having its
aged, has set out to-dance. The pres practice abroad to have the trees cared
Small
farm
of
30
to
50
acres
lover
and.
daily
entertains
her
fatherThe Bowker family who bought the
ident is as skillful in picking a waj for by the municipal authorities, and bark torn by improper guards or by
George Wells’ farm, have also moved to land, equally divided into til in-law at the piano. She has been suc through the intricacies of modern not by the individual property owners. the tying to fasten it to the necessary
cessful as a composer of songs and is
”
their new home.
lage, pasture and wood land. ambitious to write an opera. She be waltzing as through hunting country. It cannot be said that the tree really Btake.
In
East Orange, N. J., all street
He
enters
into
the
festive
spirit
and
R. A. Fiske is working at Ale wive for
benefits
primarily
the
person
who
lives
lieves English composers will hold
trees
are pruned to a uniform height,
Buildings
must
be
in
good
re

dances
vigorously.
Grizzled
generals
near it. He receives an incidental ben
Roy Taylor.
their own with German, French and
and stately admirals and diplomatists efit, but the tree adds' to or detracts a height that will permit the unim
Italians
in
operatic
compositions,
and
pair.
House
of
not
less
than
Mr. and Mrs. Green of Parsons Beach
so covered with honors and decora from the value of the street generally peded passage of vehicles and will al
were guests at Ernest Benson’s last 7 rooms, with good shade, a she has made the prediction that the tions as to look like the kaiser lead more than it does the value of the low all street lights to be seen at
next great magician of music will be
night. Few things are more important
week.
a woman. This seems like a rash prom forth the blushing buds and whirl in property which it fronts.
No.
1
water
supply
and
good
“In the United States the citjes In the care of trees than proper prun
Mrs. Lewis Ridlon is failing daily.
ise, but Mrs. Meredith argues that, as the barn dance. This lively measure
Must be located on Charlotte Bronte rose to great heights is the favorite.
which show the best trees have almost ing. The cut should be made close to
Crosbury Emmons, who has sold his orchard.
uniformly municipal control, with the and even with the trunk. When prun
farm, will soon move, rumor says, onto or near line of B, & M. R. R., as a noveMst and Elizabeth Browning
New Jars For Cereals.
exception of some eastern cities, where ing is properly done the scar will heal.
achieved
distinction
as
a
poet,
match

the Clement Perkins’ farm.
The newest jars for cereals, herbs public sentiment amounts to the same When short stumps are left they dry
South of Portland.
ing that of Rosa Bonheur as a painter.
and rot, prevent the wound from heal
Mrs. Ernest Benson will be ready in a
It Is blind prejudice to hold women and condiments are so attractive that thing.
Would consider a larger are
“Washington has the best ordered ing and carry decay into the trees.
few days to make you any kind of but
unequal to a great operatic work. they may very properly adorn a room
Even from a financial point of view
other than the kitchen.
and best maintained trees in America.
tons at a fair price.
farm with a supply of lumber.
They -are in opal ware, in oddly There are some 93,000 of these, all the systematic planting and care of
Th« Good Will Habit.
Mrs. Fred Marsh went to ¡Haverhill, State price and all particulars
trees on streets would prove a paying
shaped bottles and jars, and show de
A habit of holding a kindly attitude signs in bright colors. The cherry planted municipally and cared fbr mu Investment. Many cases are known
Monday to ¡visit friends and relatives.
nicipally.
There
has
been
great
atten

in
first
letter.
of mind toward everybody has a pow displays a most natural looking bunch
where bare land of superior value has
She will have one week there.
erful influence upon the character. It of this fruit below the label, and the tion to the planting of proper trees in sold at a much less price than inferior
Address
uniform
shape
—
that
is,
a
certain
street
Mrs. Howard Truman went to Bath,
lifts the mind above petty jealousies rooster shows this bird in all his vani
land with the frontage aligned with
Monday to visit her sisters who reside
and meannesses. It encircles and en ty. There are fifteen pieces in all. will have nothing but horse chestnuts, street trees. For all purposes but the
W. S. Dearborn,
another
nothing
but
English
syca

there.
larges the whole life. Where we meet The price for the set complete is $7.
East Bowdoinham,
mores, another nothing but tulip trees. growing of crops street trees are of
people, no matter if they are strangers,
The grammar and primary schools
As a wadding gift these jars would There are whole avenues devoted to more importance and value to the land
Maine. we feel a certain kinship with and be much appreciated—indeed, probably splendid oaks, some splendid avenues than quality of soil. Newcomers are
closed Friday as did all the schools in
friendliness for them if we have form more than an expensive piece of bricthe rural district.
of elms and maples, an occasional not attracted to a town by garish,
ed the good will habit.
a-brac.
Commercial
Course
street
showing Carolina poplars, and shadeless streets any more than they
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Bryant of Bidde
In other words, the kindly habit, the
some more plantings of the pin oak. are by dirty or poorly paved streets,
ford, are visiting their parents, Mr. and
good will habit, makes us feel more
She Caught the Germ.
In each case it is a solid street of a • Insanitary conditions - dr other forms
sympathy for everybody. And if we
Mrs. WilbiMsClyff.
Dollie had been away with her par tree, and the effect is exceedingly good. of slovenly civic housekeeping:
An experienced teacher will give pri radiate this helpful, friendly feeling
ents, and, being very keen on old No such effect could be produced by
We are very sorry to learn that the vate instruction in Shorthand, Touch
others will reflect it back to us.
china, they had gone into many shops individual initiative, for one man I
Rural School Garden Suggestion.
car barn will not be rebuilt at the old Typewriting or Bookkeping, at Kenne
On the other hand, if we go through
site near the town bouse. This means bunk and Kennebunkport. An oppor life with a cold, selfish mental attitude, to look at pieces, and she had heard would want an elm and another a f In rural communities instead of con
a big loss to Kennebunkport. Why tunity to get a business education a earing only for our own, always look much talk about the various marks Carolina poplar and possibly another ducting miniature vegetable or flower
and the consequent value of the china.
? gardens it might be better to secure
don’t our town offer big Inducements home in spare time and evenings.
ing for the main chance, only thinking Some time after a sailor friend was a horse chestnut. None of these trees 4 Biffèrent varieties of grains or grasses
might
be
the
right
trees
for
that
par

like Kennebunk?
Terms: $3 for twelve lessons. For of what will further our own Interest, visiting them and showed her a tattoo ticular place, and thus the following for test upon home plats, encouraging
our own comfort, totally Indifferent to mark on his arm.
It will soon be time to think about particulars, address
of individual preference would be the students to undertake small experthis attitude will after awhile
“Oh, mamma; do come and look,* making patchwork of the street.
! Iments which shall have for their chief
rming.
C. C. Kennebunk Enterprise. others,
harden the feelings and the affections,, exclaimed - Dollie.
1 end the development of the faculties
“
In
consideringtrees
for
city
streets
Teams are still hauling ice which is
and we shall become dry, pessimistic
And then after watching her .mother the width of the streets and the use of of observation. Different methods of
very clear and of good thickness.
and uninteresting.
examining the mark she .added, “Is he the streets must be taken into account. tillage and fundamental principles of
Have you ' seen the robins, and did
valuable, mother?”
The primary purpose of streets is to this character will be involved in these
The Confessions of a Clever Girl.
you see the flock of wild geese? but
serve commerce and business and not experimental or demonstration areas,
The secret is out. A girl who has a Mrs. Browning and Her Grandmamma. to serve as a nursery or park. The the results of which will emphasize the
it’s not summer for all that.
reputation for being extremely clever
A copy of Mrs. Browning’s “Battle park and tree adornment should add to Importance of certain linés of work.
Nearly everyone we meet has a cold, Go Well and Dr. Brock Strains and brilliantly original has "confessed
Th« Capital of Holland.
of
Marathon.’’ the epic she wrote in the comfort, the convenience and the
some so severe that the services of the
(that she is not original at all. Nei her thirteenth year, has been sold for health, but it is an adjunct to the gen
A gentleman—-to the best of oür rec
family doctor are required.
ther, says she, is she clever. She is $400. The value of'the volume was no eral use of the street. Therefore such ollection, a retired linen draper—went
merely observing. She keeps her eyes ¡doubt increased by the autograph of trees must be. chosen as will promote into school one day with the intention
Dr. H. L. Prescott lost a horse last
Price 13 for 50 Cents or open and makes use of what other the author, who presented this partic the best use Of the streets. Obviously of putting the fifth standard through
week of pneumonia.
people have found out.
$3.50 per I OO
ular copy to her “dearest grandma” as this means that on narrow streets it is their facings in the geography of Eu
George Hutchins also lost his horse
Possibly you know a girl who has a a birthday gift. Even that little at not proper to put a tree, which has the rope. He began, “What is the capital
Business is rushing at Bartletts Mills
reputation for being very clever in her tention did not prevent grandmamma habit of spreading out into a wide of ’Olland?” “Capital H,” was the
way of doing things. Her little dress from saying that she had far rather head. The round, compact form of the crushing rejoinder from the smart boy
on either side of the Kennebunk River.
accessories are always1 different and see Elizabeth’s hemming more care Texas umbrella tree does not suggest of the class. The ex-linen draper did
Horace Kimball is the {sawyer at Bart
West Kennebunk, R. F, D always attractive. If you are invited
letts Mills and his son Roy at thé old
fully finished than to hear so much of that it’ is a good tree for a narrow i not pursue his geographical inquiries
by her to a dinner or luncheon or an her bookish achievements.
Walker Mill.
I
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whereas the vase form and further.—Cornhili Magazine.

Items of Interest Gathered by Our

Kennebunkport

The Spring Styles are so different, the
Spring Colors are so dainty and attrac
tive, that you’ll need a new Suit to be
correctly gowned.
Our show of Suits is so much better
than ever before that you’ll lose a real
treat if you do not see them. Many ex
elusive models, only 1 or 2 of a style.

EVERETT fl. STAPLES
Are you prepared for Easter?
IF NOT? WHY NOT?

Plymouth Rocks

Frederick Kimball

